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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the task of natural language video
localization (NLVL): given an untrimmed video and a natural
language description, the goal is to localize a segment in the
video which semantically corresponds to the given natural
language description. We propose a localizing network (LNet), working in an end-to-end fashion, to tackle the NLVL
task. We first match the natural sentence and video sequence
by cross-gated attended recurrent networks to exploit their
fine-grained interactions and generate a sentence-aware video
representation. A self interactor is proposed to perform crossframe matching, which dynamically encodes and aggregates
the matching evidences. Finally, a boundary model is proposed
to locate the positions of video segments corresponding to the
natural sentence description by predicting the starting and ending points of the segment. Extensive experiments conducted on
the public TACoS and DiDeMo datasets demonstrate that our
proposed model performs effectively and efficiently against
the state-of-the-art approaches.

Introduction
Visual understanding tasks involving language, such as
captioning (Jiang et al. 2018a; Chen et al. 2018b; 2018a;
Reed et al. 2016; Vinyals et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2018b;
Wang et al. 2018b; 2018a), visual question answering (Ma,
Lu, and Li 2016; Antol et al. 2015; Xiong, Merity, and Socher
2016; Yang et al. 2016), image and sentence matching (Ma
et al. 2015) natural language object retrieval (Hu et al. 2016),
have emerged as avenues for expanding the diversity of information that can be recovered from visual contents. With the
recent release of the TACoS (Gao et al. 2017) and DiDeMo
datasets (Hendricks et al. 2017), the task of natural language
video localization (NLVL) has gained considerable attentions.
As shown in Fig. 1, the task aims to localize a segment in the
video which semantically corresponds to the given natural language description. However, similar to other vision-language
tasks, cross-modal interactions and complicated context information issue pose significant challenge to natural language
localization in videos.
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Text query: cyclist in white shirt carries bike up the steps

23s

31s

Figure 1: Natural language video localization is designed to
localize a segment (the green box) with a start point (23rd s)
and an end point (31st s) in the video given natural language
description.
Existing techniques (Gao et al. 2017; Hendricks et al. 2017;
Lin et al. 2014; Tellex and Roy 2009) for natural language
localization in videos often rely on temporal sliding windows
over a video sequence to generate segment candidates, which
are then independently compared (Hendricks et al. 2017) or
combined (Gao et al. 2017) with the given natural sentence to
perform the localization. These models enable a good global
matching between the segment candidates and sentences.
However, they often suffer from overlooking the fine-grained
interactions and limited context information, as well as low
efficiency. Specifically, the fine-grained interactions between
the frames and words across video-sentence modalities and
the rich visual context information are not fully exploited. In
addition, these methods are computationally expensive due
to the exhaustive search in the temporal domain.
In order to handle the drawbacks, we propose a localization
network (L-Net) for the NLVL task. The untrimmed video
sequence is processed frame by frame without the need to
handle overlapping temporal segments. The key contributions
of this work are four-fold:
• We propose a cross-gated attended recurrent network to
exploit the fine-grained interactions between the natural
sentence and video. In particular, the frame-specific sentence representation is generated by attending the sentence
representations with respect to each video frame. Further, a
cross gating process is introduced to assign different levels
of importance to video (or sentence) parts depending on
their relevance to the sentence description (or video content). In this way, the relevant video parts are emphasized
while the irrelevant ones are gated out.
• We propose a self interactor to exploit the rich contextual information. We perform cross-frame matching on

the sentence-aware video representations, which dynamically encodes and aggregates matching evidences from the
whole video.
• We propose a novel segment localizer by predicting the
starting and ending boundary of the video segment, which
semantically corresponds to the given sentence.
• We evaluate our proposed L-Net on TACoS (Gao et al.
2017) and DiDeMo (Hendricks et al. 2017) datasets. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed L-Net, which achieves the state-ofthe-art performances.

Related Work
Temporal Action Detection and Proposals
Temporal action proposals have been proposed to generate temporal window candidates that possibly contain actions. Most previous works perform the proposal generation using a computationally expensive temporal sliding
window approach (Duchenne et al. 2009; Oneata, Verbeek, and Schmid 2013) combined with action classifiers
trained on multiple features (Tang et al. 2013). Recent
works generate spatio-temporal proposals in video, including
tubelets (Jain et al. 2014), action tubes (Gkioxari and Malik
2015), and the actionness measure (Chen et al. 2014). To
reduce the computational overhead of the sliding window
search, some attempts focus on encoding a sequence of visual representations (Buch et al. 2017; Escorcia et al. 2016;
Qi et al. 2018). Specifically, DAPs (Escorcia et al. 2016)
applies Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber 1997) to encode a video stream into discriminative states, based on which proposals of varied temporal scale
are localized via a fixed-length sliding window. However,
DAPs still needs to perform computations on overlapping
windows. SST (Buch et al. 2017) further reduces the computation by introducing a model that processes each input frame
only once and thereby processes the full video in a single
pass. However, the temporal action proposal only performs
on videos without including the language part, which treats
actions as distinct classes, and therefore require a fixed set
of action labels. Instead, NLVL solves the task of temporally
localizing free-form language in videos with different modalities and more complex context information, which is more
flexible and challenging.

Vision-Language Localization
Cross-modal localization of visual events that match a natural sentence description is a typical vision-language task.
The task of natural language object retrieval localizes objects
in images given natural sentence description, which is usually formulated as a ranking problem over a set of spatial
regions in the image. Different spatial contexts, such as spatial configurations (Hu et al. 2016), attributes (Yu et al. 2018;
Nagaraja, Morariu, and Davis 2016), and relationships between objects (Hu et al. 2017), are incorporated to improve the localization performance. In the video domain
some of the representative works (Yu and Siskind 2013;

Lin et al. 2014) focus on spatial-temporal language localization. The semantics of sentences is matched to visual
concepts via exploiting object appearance, motion and spatial
relationships. However, these are limited to a small set of
nouns. To learn the semantics of natural language, the late fusion is performed at the sentence level: the natural language
is embedded into a single vector and then combined with
the video feature vector. Therefore, the important temporal
information about word sequences is lost.
Recently, larger datasets (Gao et al. 2017; Hendricks et al.
2017) are built to support more flexible localizations. These
methods measure the similarity between video segment and
natural language via a common embedding space. The existing localization mechanisms are either inefficient (slidingwindow based) or inflexible (hard-coded) (Xu et al. 2018).
First, the video segment generation process is computationally expensive, as they carry out overlapping sliding window
matching (Gao et al. 2017) or exhaustive search (Hendricks et
al. 2017). Second, the evolving fine-grained video-sentence
interactions between words and video frames are ignored,
where simple concatenation (Gao et al. 2017) or squared distance loss (Hendricks et al. 2017) is used. In contrast with
these approaches, we propose a single stream framework LNet which takes advantages of the fine-grained interactions
between two modalities and the evidences from the context
to semantically localize the video segment given the natural
language.

Methods
Given a video V and a natural language query S, the NLVL
task aims at identifying a video segment with the starting
position τ s and ending position τ e as the localization, which
corresponds to the natural language sentence. The framework of our proposed L-Net for tackling the NLVL task is
illustrated in Fig. 2, which consists of the following four
components:
• The encoder utilizes bi-directional recurrent neural networks (RNNs), specifically the gated recurrent units
(GRUs) (Rohrbach et al. 2016) specializing in processing long-term dependencies of sequential data, to encode
the sentence and video sequence, respectively.
• The cross modal interactor attentively fuses the sentence
and video and comprehensively exploits their relationships
in a fine-grained manner.
• The self interactor performs cross-frame matching on the
generated sentence-aware video representations to dynamically encode and aggregate the matching evidences over
the whole video.
• The segment localizer predicts the starting and ending
boundary of the video segment, which semantically corresponds to the given sentence.

Video and Sentence Encoder
We first utilize one image CNN to encode each video frame
into a feature representation. With the encoded frame features V = {ft }Tt=1 and word embeddings of the sentence
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Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed L-Net, which consists of four components, namely the encoder, cross modal interactor,
self interactor, and segment localizer. For the cross modal interactor, frame-specific sentence representation is generated by
attending the sentence representations with respect to each video frame. The cross grating mechanism is performed to enhance
the fine-grained matching behaviors between video and sentence, which is further aggregated temporally by the matching
aggregation module.
S = {wn }N
n=1 , two bi-directional RNNs are used to sequentially process the two different modalities and produce new
representations for all video frames and all words in sentences, respectively. Specifically, we use GRU, which performs similarly to long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) but is computationally cheaper.
HV = B-GRUv (V ),
S

H = B-GRUs (S).

δ

Sigmoid function

Element-wise operation

Figure 3: The cross gating module.
(1)

According to the characteristics of bi-directional GRU (BGRU), the i-th column vector hvi (or hsi ) in HV (or HS )
represents the i-th frame (or word) in the video (or the sentence) with consideration of the contextual information from
both forward and backward directions.

Cross Modal Interactor
Based on the obtained representations from the video and sentence encoders, we design a cross modal interactor to capture
the fine-grained interactions between the video frames and
words, which characterizes the matching behaviors across
sentence and video.
Frame-Specific Sentence Representation. In order to exploit the fine-grained interactions between video and sentence, we introduce a series of attentively weighted combinations of the hidden states of sentence, where each combination is specifically generated for a particular video frame. We
use h̄st to denote such an attentive representation for sentence
S at time step t with respect to the t-th video frame, which is
defined as follows:
PN
h̄st = n=1 αtn hsn ,
(2)
where αtn is an attention weight that encodes the degree to
which the n-th word in the sentence is matched with the t-th
video frame. The widely used soft-attention mechanism (Xu
et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2017) is adopted to generate the
attention weights:
ant = wr| tanh(WrS hsn + WrV hvt ),
exp(ant )
αtn = PN
,
j
j=1 exp(at )

δ

δ

(3)

where the vector wr and matrices Wr∗ are the parameters
to be learned. It can be observed that the attention weight

with respect to the current video frame hvt dynamically
changes as the video proceeds. Therefore, such a framespecific sentence representation receives varying attentive
information from all words, guided by the changing frames
in a video. As such, the frame-specific sentence representations summarize the relationships between all the video
frames and all the words in the sentence.
Cross Gating. Based on the frame-specific sentence representation {h̄st }Tt=1 and frame representation {hvt }Tt=1 , we
propose a cross gating scheme, as shown in Fig. 3, to gate
out the irrelevant parts and emphasize the relevant and informative parts:
ant

gtv = σ(WgV hvt ),
e s = h̄s
h
t
t

gtv ,

gts = σ(WgS h̄st ),
e v = hv
h
t
t

(4)

gts ,

where Wg∗ represent the learnable parameters and σ denotes
the non-linear sigmoid function. It can be observed that the
cross gating mechanism controls the extent to which one
modality interacts with the other one. Specifically, if the
video feature hvt is irrelevant to the query sentence h̄st , both
the video feature and sentence representation are filtered to
reduce their effect on the subsequent processes. If the two
are closely related, the cross gating strategy is expected to
further enhance their interactions.
Matching Aggregation. With the frame-specific sentence
representations and cross gating, the fine-grained matching
relationships between video frame and word in sentence are
comprehensively exploited. We concatenate the t-th video
e v and the t-th frame-specific sentence feature
hidden state h
t
s
e as: bt = [h
ev , h
e s ]. Then a bidirectional GRU working on
h
t
t
t
bt is utilized to further temporally aggregate the matching

the following discussion, which is defined as:
bit = wu| tanh(WuV hri + WuV hrt ),
→
−i
exp(bit )
.
βt = PT
j
j=t exp(bt )
e

(7)

Afterwards, the self interactor aggregates the forward context
evidences together:
→
−d
→
− →
−
h t = GRU([hrt , h rt ], h dt−1 ),
(8)

Figure 4: The process of forward attention generation in the
self interactor.
behaviors between the video frames and words in sentence:
hrt = GRU(bt ),

(5)

where hrt is the yielded hidden state, which can be viewed
as a sentence-aware video representation, encoding the finegrained interactions between the two modalities. Due to the
inherent properties and characteristics of RNN, important
cues regarding localization will be “remembered”, while nonessential ones will be “forgotten”.

Self Interactor
In addition to the fine-grained interactions between the
video and sentence, the visual context information from
other frames also plays an important role to accurately
localize the video segment corresponding to the sentence
query. Taking the sentence query of "the first girl
in pink walks by the camera" as an example, the
term "first" requires temporal context outside its surrounding window for proper inference. Although the sentenceaware video representation {hrt }Tt=1 generated from crossmodal interactor contains important clues for the NLVL task,
one weakness is that the context is not fully considered.
Furthermore, the information accumulated from different
directions plays different roles when predicting the starting
and ending points of the boundary. Suppose, we predict the
probability of a specific frame of being the starting point.
Naturally, the visual information after the frame is desired to
be accumulated to see if a complete action instance just starts
at this frame, and vice versa for predicting the ending point.
Considering the aforementioned issues, we propose a
boundary-aware self interactor which performs a cross-frame
matching on the sentence-aware video representation. For
predicting the starting point, the self interactor first dynamically collects the matching evidences from frames after time
step t as:
→
− r PT →
−
h t = i=t β it hri ,
(6)
→
−i
where β t is the attention weight obtained via soft-attention
over the set of frames which come after the t-th frame, as
→
−
shown in Fig. 4. We name the β it as the forward attention in

where the input of GRU is obtained by concatenating the
sentence-aware video representation and the obtained context
→
−
evidences. h dt denotes the yielded forward context-aware
video representation. When predicting the ending point, the
←
−
backward attention weight β it , the backward accumulated
←
−r Pt ←
−
matching evidence h t = i=1 β it hri , and the backward
←
−
context-aware video representation h dt are generated in the
same way. Next, the segment localizer takes the contextaware video representations as input to perform the localization in the video sequence.

Segment Localizer
We propose a boundary model which predicts the starting
and ending time steps, with the video segment lying between
considered to be the localization.
We first utilize the attentive
PN
sentence vector hso = i=1 ci hsi as the initial state of the
segment localizer, where ci is the attention weight obtained
by a self attention strategy:
exp(wq| tanh(WqH hsi + u))
.
(9)
ci = PN
H s
|
n=1 exp(wq tanh(Wq hn + u))
→
−
Given the context-aware video representation { h dt }Tt=1 and
←
−
{ h dt }Tt=1 generated from the self interactor of both directions, the attention mechanism is utilized as a pointer to
select the starting position τ s and ending position τ e from
the video, respectively:
→
−
e
exp(wp| tanh(WpH h dt + WpH hso ))
1
,
st = PT
−d
e s
H
|
H→
i=1 exp(wp tanh(Wp h i + Wp ho ))
←
−
e
exp(wp| tanh(WpH h dt + WpH hso ))
2
(10)
st = PT
,
−d
e s
|
H←
H
exp(w
tanh(W
h
+
W
h
))
p
p
p o
i
i=1
τ s = arg max(s11 , . . . , s1T ),
τ e = arg max(s21 , . . . , s2T ).

Training
As illustrated in Fig. 2, all the components of our proposed LNet, namely the sentence/video encoders, cross modal interactor, self interactor, and segment localizer, couple together
and can be trained in an end-to-end fashion. In this paper,
we train our proposed L-Net by minimizing the sum of the
negative log probabilities (multiclass cross-entropy) of the
ground truth starting and ending positions by the predicted
distributions.

Testing.
During the testing phase, each segment candidate with the
starting position t1 and ending position t2 will be assigned a
score s = s1t1 × s2t2 , which indicates the probability that the
video segment corresponds to given sentence S. Finally, the
evaluation is reduced to a ranking problem over all the video
segment candidates based on the generated scores.

Experiments
We evaluate the proposed L-Net on two public video localization datasets (TACoS (Gao et al. 2017) and DiDeMo (Hendricks et al. 2017)), which contain videos as well as their
associated temporally annotated sentences. We describe the
dataset, evaluation metrics, and implementation details before we present the quantitative results, the ablation study,
and the qualitative results.

Dataset
TACoS1 . It has 127 videos with an average length of 5.84
minutes, selected from the MPII Cooking Composite Activities video corpus (Rohrbach et al. 2012). We follow the same
split as in (Gao et al. 2017), which has 10146, 4589, and
4083 video-sentence pairs for training, validation, and testing
respectively.
DiDeMo2 . It has 10464 25-50 second long videos, selected
from YFCC100M (Thomee et al. 2015). We use the same split
provided by (Hendricks et al. 2017) for a fair comparison,
which has 33008, 4180, and 4022 video-sentence pairs for
training, validation, and testing respectively.
The two datasets serve as a good testbed as they contain
challenging variations, such as complex query and videos of
various lengths.

Evaluation Metrics
Intersection over union. We use the mean intersection over
union (mIoU) metric which calculates the average IoU among
all testing samples. The IoU metric is particularly challenging
for short video groundings.
Recall. We adopt “R@n, IoU=m” proposed by (Hu et al.
2016) as the other evaluation metric, which represents the
percentage of testing samples which have at least one of the
top-n results with IoU larger than m.

Implementation Details
The video feature is usually generated with a time resolution.
We sample every 5 second as done by (Hendricks et al. 2017).
In particular, since the videos in DiDeMo are only 25-30
second long, the video length is reduced to 6 chunks after
sampling. In total there are only C27 = 7 × 6/2 = 21 different
ways of localization for DiDeMo videos. To be consistent
with the baseline methods, the experiments on the DiDeMo
dataset are conducted based on optical flow features (Wang
et al. 2016) and the experiments on TACoS are based on C3D
features (Tran et al. 2015).
1

https://github.com/jiyanggao/TALL.
https://github.com/LisaAnne/
LocalizingMoments.
2

For word-level representations, we tokenize each sentence
by Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al. 2014) and use the
300-D word embeddings from GloVe (Pennington, Socher,
and Manning 2014) to initialize the models. The words not
found in GloVe are initialized as zero vectors. Please note that
the word embeddings are not fine-tuned during the training
phase.
The hidden state dimension D of all layers (including the
video, sentence, and interaction GRUs) are set to 75. The
mini-batch size is set to 32 for TACoS and 64 for DiDeMo.
We use the Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) optimizer with β1
= 0.5 and β2 = 0.999. The initial learning rate is set to 0.001.
We train the network for 200 iterations, and the learning rate
is gradually decayed over time. We use bi-directional GRU of
3 layers to encode videos and sentences. Dropout (Srivastava
et al. 2014) of rate 0.3 and 0.5 are utilized.

Quantitative Evaluation
We compare the performance of our approach with several
state-of-the-art benchmarks, specifically CTRL (Gao et al.
2017), MCN (Hendricks et al. 2017), VSA-RNN (Karpathy
and Li 2015), and VSA-STV (Karpathy and Li 2015). CTRL
generates fused representations via element-wise operations
among video segment and sentence representations, and utilizes a temporal regression network to produce the alignment
scores and location offsets. MCN learns a shared embedding
for video clip-level features and language features. The video
features integrate local and global features. We do not compare with the temporal endpoint features as in (Hendricks et
al. 2017), since these directly correspond to dataset priors and
do not reflect a model’s temporal reasoning capability (Liu
et al. 2018). VSA-RNN is a sentence based video retrieval
method where both the video segment and sentence are encoded by pre-trained models with cosine distance evaluating
their similarity. VSA-STV is similar with VSA-RNN. Instead
of using RNN to extract the sentence description embedding,
VSA-STV uses an off-the-shelf Skip-thoughts (Kiros et al.
2015) sentence embedding extractor. Fig. 5 shows the performance of R@1 and R@5 with respect to the IoU ranges
from 0.1 to 0.9. Due to the low efficiency of the enumerationbased method MCN, the performance of MCN on the long
video dataset TACoS is omitted in Fig. 5.
L-Net achieves the best performance on the long video
dataset TACoS as well as the short video dataset DiDeMo
with respect to R@1 and R@5, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
VSA-STV and VSA-RNN achieve poor performance since
they ignore both the cross-modal interaction and the context
information. They model the isolated video segments with
LSTM hence fail to exploit the temporal cues. Moreover,
the simple cosine similarity model cannot well capture the
interactions between two modalities.
MCN is designed as an enumeration-based approach. In
particular, MCN predicts the localization by ranking the C27 =
7 × 6/2 = 21 limited (i.e., 21) segments in each DiDeMo
video. Therefore, although MCN can be effectively applied to
videos with several chunks (e.g., DiDeMo), it is not practical
for untrimmed long videos (e.g., TACoS). MCN incorporates
the context information by utilizing the average pooling of
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Figure 5: Performance of R@n, IoU=m where n values at 1 and 5 and m ranges from 0.1 to 0.9 with interval of 0.1 on the
TACoS and DiDeMo datasets.
Table 1: Contributions of different components of our algorithm evaluated on the TACoS and DiDeMo datasets in terms of
mIoU(%).The enabled components are marked by X.
Component
Enable/Disable
FS
X
X
X
X
Cross Modal Interactor CG
X
X
X
X
SI
X
X
X
X
Self Interactor
UA
X
FB
X
X
X
TACoS
11.97 12.43 12.56 12.98 13.41
DiDeMo
38.95 40.16 38.74 41.02 41.43
In addition, we analyze the effects of the dynamic self interTable 2: Efficiency comparison with respect to FPS.
actor (‘SI’). Specifically, we assess the performance changes
CTRL MCN L-NET
of two configurations in self interactor: (i) incorporating visual context among all the video frames without considering
FPS
562
286
1,032
attention in different directions (‘UA’) and (ii) utilizing the
the context segment frame features, ignoring the adaptive
combination of forward and backward attention (‘FB’) as
importance of the context. This is the reason why MCN
described in Section Self Interactor.
achieves worse performance compared with L-Net and CTRL
As illustrated in Table 1, we generally observe that both the
on DiDeMo.
cross-modal interaction between two modalities and the self
CTRL performs better on the DiDeMo dataset compared
attention within the whole video are important for the NLVL
with MCN. The reason is that CTRL is capable of exploittask as they dynamically enrich the video representation and
ing the interactions across the visual and textual modalities
aggregate the matching behaviors from both modalities.
through element-wise operation.
For the cross-modal interactor, removing frame-specific
Efficiency. We also evaluate the efficiency of our proposed
sentence (Disable both ‘FS’ and ‘UA’) results in large mIoU
L-Net, by comparing its runtime against CTRL and MCN.
drop, which reveals that it is necessary to discriminate the
Table 2 shows the frames per second (FPS) for different
contribution of each word in a sentence query when performmethods, which excludes the feature extraction time and evaling localization. It can be observed that when disabling the
uation time. Compared with CTRL and MCN, our L-Net
cross gating (Disable both ‘CG’ and ‘UA’), the prediction
model significantly reduce the localization time. The reason
performance decreased, which demonstrates that the cross
is that the proposed L-Net processes each video as one single
gating contributes towards the model’s performance. In particstream without evaluating on overlapping sliding windows,
ular, cross gating can help filter out the irrelevant information
while CTRL and MCN methods adopt the typical scan and lomeanwhile enhancing the meaningful interactions between
calize architecture, often need to sample densely overlapped
the sentence and videos, which can thereby benefit the final
video segment candidates by various sliding windows. All
localization.
the experiments are conducted on a Tesla M40 GPU.
For the self interactor, we first show that the performance
of the model drops when disabling the self interactor (Disable
Ablation Study
‘SI’, ‘UA’, and ‘FB’). This is due to the fact that the contexWe validate the contributions of the components in our
tual information in the video plays an important role. For
method by presenting an ablation study summarized in Tathe attention mechanism adopted within self interactor, the
ble 1 on the two datasets. We mark the enabled components
bi-directional attention (Disable ‘UA’) performs better than
using the “X” symbol. We analyze the contribution of the
using the non-directional attention (Disable ‘FB’). This result
cross modal interaction, including the frame-specific senindicates that when predicting the boundaries in the localizatence feature (‘FS’) and the cross gating mechanism (‘CG’).
tion, the directional context information plays an important

Sentence: the  man  begins  by  selecting  an  orange  from  the  fridge
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Figure 6: Some examples of our L-Net on the NLVL task with the corresponding heatmaps of the attention weights. The darker
the color is, the larger its represented attention weight is.
role.

Qualitative evaluation
Finally, we show some examples to visualize the localization results in Fig. 6 as well as the corresponding heatmaps
of cross-modal and self attention weights. The cross-modal
attention is at word-by-frame level. It can be observed that
some words well match the frames. For example in Fig. 6 (a),
the temporal indicator “begins” obtains higher attention
among the first 3 frames which is consistent with the prediction result. Although the word “orange” appears across all
the frames, the 5-th to 8-th frames obtain higher attention
than the first 4 frames. The self attention is at frame-by-frame
level, where each frame attentively matches other frames. It
can be observed that our self attention focus on the related
frames in the neighborhood.

Conclusion
We present an end-to-end localization network (L-Net) for
the task of natural language localization in videos. With the
proposed cross modal interactor and the self interactor, our
approach takes advantages of the fine-grained interactions
between two modalities and the evidences from the context to
semantically localize the video segment corresponding to the
natural sentence. Extensive experiments on two real-world

datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed L-Net.
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